MGCSA Hockey Club Plays The New Mariucci Arena

Amid chants of "Hey you, you’re outta here, you hack" and before a SRO crowd of 6, the MGCSA hockey club set its site on the big sheet of ice at the new Mariucci Arena. Under the watchful eyes of Russ Adams and Charlie Pooch a tour of the WCHA's finest hockey facility was the first order of business before the game was to be played. The Golden Gophers home rink offers some of the nicest amenities to both the players and the fans. During the game blistering slapshots, wicked wrist shots and of course spectacular saves took place, and that was just during the pre-game warmup. Special thank you's go to Gary Coulson of the Toro Company and to Tom Haberman of MTI Distributing for organizing this athletic outing.

Tour Guides Russ Adams and Charlie Pooch gave the MGCSA Club a tour to remember.